Bring Me Sunshine
by Arthur Kent and Sylvia Dee

Intro: Bb . . . | . .

        Bb         CM7    F7    Bb7    Eb     C7    Dm    G7    F
Moderate tempo

Bring me sunshine in your smile
Bring me laughter all the while
In this world—where we live—there should be more happiness
So much joy—you can give—to each brand new bright to-morrow—

F7 . . . | Bb . . . | . . . | Cm7 . . . |
Make me happy—thru the years—
Ne- ver bring me—any tears—
Let your arms—be as warm—as the sun from up above—
Bring me fun, bring me sunshine, bring me love—

C . . . | Dm . . . | . . . | G7 . . . |
Bring me sunshine in your eyes—
Bring me rainbows from the skies—
Life’s too short—to be spent—having any-thing but fun—
We can be—so con tent—if we gather little sunbeams—

C . . . | Dm . . . | . . . | G7 . . . |
Be light-hearted (be light-hearted) all day—long—(all day—long—)
Keep me singing (keep me singing) happy—songs—(happy—songs—)
Let your arms—be as warm—as the sun from up above—

Br ing me fun—bring me sunshine, bring me love—

Br ing me fun—bring me sunshine, bring me love—
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